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0 of 0 review helpful Matty Reid great friend By Jruthefam I was good friends with Matty Reid who was interviewed 
for the book He was a great golfer in his own right He has passed I have heard many of the stories in the book but 
Samson puts them together very gracefully I remember my friend thru his word 0 of 0 review helpful Sampson really 
nailed it with this book By Ala Ben Hogan won four U S Opens in six years three of them after a near fatal head on 
automobile collision Driven by an obsessive dedication to the game legend has it he practiced until his hands bled The 
concentration and precision he exhibited on the course awed spectators and fellow players alike In this extraordinary 
book the first full scale biography of the enigmatic Hogan in twenty years Curt Sampson explores the milestones of 
Hogan s life hi com The great Ben Hogan cast a long and complex shadow A complicated and misunderstood man he 
was so consumed with the solitary pursuit of excellence that the camaraderie of his game passed him by Yet he was 
utterly revered for his consistency his perse 
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july 13 1928 waterbury connecticut us died june 29 1978  summary welcome to hogan equipmentthanks for stopping 
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